
Baseline® is the most comprehensive, market-proven 
financial diagnostic tool in the healthcare industry today. 
It isolates the metrics of your entire foodservice operation 
and provides key information to identify opportunities, set 
goals and plan cost management strategies. 

BASELINE® 2017

Available at no  
cost to US Foods®  

customers

WE HELP YOU MAKE IT.

BASELINE PROVIDES:

•  Comprehensive annual analysis and assessment of
foodservice operations for individual facilities and integrated 
health systems

• A roadmap to a stronger fiscal future. Baseline exposes 
hidden costs and identifies specific cost-saving opportunities.

• Over 50 new metrics to measure your financial performance 
and opportunities



Get started with  
Baseline today!
Baseline is available at no charge, exclusively 
to US Foods® customers. For more information 
about Baseline and the entire Business Solutions 
Portfolio of Cost Management Solutions, email 
businesssolutions@usfoods.com or contact your  
US Foods representative. 

How does it work?

For more information, visit or contact your local US Foods representative. 
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Gain actionable 
information
Baseline explores every aspect of your foodservice 
operation and delivers clear, well-organized financial  
data in a comprehensive, professionally bound executive 
report. These results are the first crucial steps in 
developing an action plan that will help you manage costs 
more effectively.
The areas we analyze include:
• Raw food costs
• Labor productivity
• Food and supplies
• Floor stock
• Catering

Our mission is to help you drive excellence in your food 
and nutrition department, and our goal, as is yours, is to 
improve your department’s bottom line.  

Baseline® is the first step in outlining and understanding 
operational opportunities. Our dedicated team will work 
with you to gather all of the information needed to produce 
a comprehensive financial analysis of your department. 
We will help you interpret the data and create an action 
plan. With that plan, you‘ll be better able to implement 
strategies, such as cost savings, revenue growth and 
productivity enhancements that drive operational success. 

• Cost per patient  
in-patient day

• Cost with observation 
days included

• Network reports
• Retail operations


